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11th ANNUAL UNION GROVE

HOLIDAY CRAFT FAIR
CRAFTS, JEWELRY, WOODWORK, BAKERY, UNIQUE GIFTS and more!

SAT, DEC. 2nd
9am — 3pm
Meet Mr. & Mrs. Clasus 1:30-3 pm bring your camera

EVENT HOSTED BY 3 LOCAL CHURCHES:  First Assembly of God - Union Grove,
U.G. Congregational United Church of Christ, and Yorkville United Methodist Church.
QUESTONS: UGHOLIDAYCRAFTFAIR@GMAIL.COM
LOCATION: 1745 Milldrum Street, Union Grove, WI 53182 (Inside UG Elementary School)

Located inside U.G. Elementary School  • * RAFFLES * REFRESHMENTS

We are a
Union Grove Cookie

Walk Sponsor Location

7002 - 30th Avenue • Kenosha, Wisconsin

Great Food, Great People and Family Friendly
Our Hall is Available for Parties,

Reception, Events, Meeting
and Any Other Occasions

(262) 654-9810
For rent information call

Open 7 Days a Week

Bar Hours Mon-Thurs 2:00 until Close
Fri, Sat, Sun 12:00 until Close

“When someone is in your heart, they’re 
never truly gone. They can come back to 

you, even at unlikely times.” 

Equalizer 3 Since giving up his life as a government assassin, Robert McCall (Denzel 
Washington) has struggled to reconcile the horrific things he's done in the past and 
finds a strange solace in serving justice on behalf of the oppressed. Finding himself 
surprisingly at home in Southern Italy, he discovers his new friends are under the 
control of local crime bosses. As events turn deadly, McCall knows what he has to do: 
become his friends' protector by taking on the mafia. Sony
Justified City of Primeval Season One Having left the hollers of Kentucky 15 years ago, 
Raylan Givens now lives in Miami, a walking anachronism balancing his life as a U.S. 
Marshal and part-time father of a 15-year-old girl. His hair is grayer, his hat is dirtier, and 
the road in front of him is suddenly a lot shorter than the road behind. A chance 
encounter on a desolate Florida highway sends him to Detroit. There he crosses paths 
with Clement Mansell, aka The Oklahoma Wildman, a violent, sociopathic desperado 
who's already slipped through the fingers of Detroit's finest once and aims to do so 
again. Mansell's attorney, formidable Motor City native Carolyn Wilder, has every 
intention of representing her client, even as she finds herself caught between cop and 
criminal, with her own game afoot as well. These three characters set out on a collision 
course in classic Elmore Leonard fashion, to see who makes it out of the City Primeval 
alive. Sony
Nun II A follow-up to the enigmatic gothic horror about a strong evil that haunts and 
causes supernatural harm to everybody it comes into contact with. After the events of 
the first film, the said powerful evil now begins to spread in 1956 throughout a town in 
France as word gets out that a priest has been violently murdered. A finished 
contemplative in her novitiate, Sister Irene, begins to investigate the murder, only to 
find a demon behind it -- the same evil that terrorized her in the original film as a nun 
Valak, whom she once again soon comes to encounter. Warner
My Big Fat Greek Wedding 3 Set roughly a year after the events of My Big Fat Greek 
Wedding 2, Toula (Vardalos) is having a rough time. She and her husband Ian have both 
lost their fathers, and her mother Maria is struggling with the effects of aging, and with 
her memory. As hard as things are at home, though, she and Ian are headed for Greece, 
specifically her father's village on an island not far from Athens, for a family reunion. 
Once they arrive, with daughter Paris, Toula's brother Nick, and aunts Voula and 
Friedain tow, they're greeted at the airport by village mayor/resident taxi driver/utter 
scene-stealer Victory, who arranged the whole reunion in the hopes that it would drive 
onetime residents of the village back home to hopefully settle and turn it into a 
bustling town once again. Also along for the trip is Aristotle, the nice Greek boy Aunt 
Voula is determined to set Paris up with. Universal
Scrooged Comedy legend Bill Murray stars in the uproarious classic SCROOGED, 
celebrating its 35th anniversary this year and arriving for the first time ever on 4K Ultra 
HD In this modern take on Charles Dickens' "A Christmas Carol," Frank Cross (Bill 
Murray) is a wildly successful television executive whose cold ambition and 
curmudgeonly nature has driven away the love of his life, Claire Phillips (Karen Allen). 
But after firing a staff member, Eliot Loudermilk (Bobcat Goldthwait), on Christmas Eve, 
Frank is visited by a series of ghosts who give him a chance to re-evaluate his actions 
and right the wrongs of his past. This new release includes the remastered film in 
sparkling 4K Ultra HD, access to a Digital copy of the film, as well as over 50 minutes of 
never-before-released special features!  Paramount
Terms of Endearment XXX 40th anniversary 4K Ultra HD Aurora and Emma are 
mother and daughter who march to different drummers. Beginning with Emma's 
marriage, Aurora shows how difficult and loving she can be. The movie covers several 
years of their lives as each finds different reasons to go on living and find joy. Aurora's 
interludes with Garrett Breedlove, retired astronaut and next door neighbor are quite 
striking. In the end, different people show their love in very different ways. Stars Shirley 
MacLaine, Debra Winger, Jack Nicholson. Paramount
The Scarlet Letter Set in the Puritan Massachusetts Bay Colony during the years 1642 
to 1649, the novel tells the story of Hester Prynne, who conceives a daughter with a 
man to whom she is not married and then struggles to create a new life of repentance 
and dignity. As punishment, she must wear a scarlet letter 'A' (for "adultery"). Film 
Detective
Gran Turismo Gran Turismo is based on the unbelievable true story of a team of 
unlikely underdogs – a struggling working-class gamer (Archie Madekwe), a failed 
former racecar driver (David Harbour), and an idealistic motorsport executive (Orlando 
Bloom). Together, they risk it all to take on the most elite sport in the world. Gran 
Turismo is an inspiring, thrilling, and action-packed story that proves that nothing is 
impossible when you're fueled from within. Sony
For All of Mankind Season One In an alternative 1969, the world, and especially the 
United States, watch in shock as the Soviet Union successfully manages to land men on 
the Moon before the USA does. With that defeat, NASA is presented with a renewed 
challenge in the space race that they never expected to face. Now, the cold war rivalry 
takes on a new intensity and grander ambition to reach far further than ever dreamed 
and with more diverse resources than ever before. Sony
Arriving Nov. 21st
The Fugitive 4K Ultra HD Blu-ray Wrongfully accused of murdering his wife, Richard 
Kimble (Harrison Ford) escapes from the law in an attempt to find her killer and clear 
his name. Pursuing him is a team of U.S. marshals led by Deputy Samuel Gerard 
(Tommy Lee Jones), a determined detective who will not rest until Richard is captured. 
As Richard leads the team through a series of intricate chases, he discovers the secrets 
behind his wife's death and struggles to expose the killer before it is too late. Warner

Holiday Gifts on DVD & Blu-Ray


